
CHAPTER 6. TRAVERSE

SECTION I. FUNDAMENTALS 

Traverse is a conventional survey method that
determines the position and elevation of the stations
occupied by a survey team as well as the azimuth
between those stations. Traverse can be used for all
accuracy levels of artillery survey (fourth, fifth, and
hasty). But in the chaotic and rapidly changing
environment of the battlefield it may be too time
consuming to perform at battalion and battery levels
where accurate, timely direction is the most critical
data needed to begin firing. Establishing a fourth order
horizontal control by regiment surveyors is the most
likely traverse operation to be conducted when other
methods are not feasible. This chapter discusses fourth
and fifth order survey methods. Hasty survey is
discussed in chapter 10.

Traverse  has  severa l  advan tages  over  o ther
conventional survey methods. It is well-suited for any
terrain. Whether surveying in a forested area with 100-
meter legs or a desert region with 12-kilometer legs,
traverse is the preferred method. 

Traverse allows a great deal of f lexibil i ty.  If
necessary, a survey plan can be easily modified while
traversing. Often, a traverse can be laid out ahead of
the instrument operator during the survey.

Traverse requires less planning and reconnaissance
than other conventional survey methods. A traverse
works similar to determining a polar plot grid from a
map sheet. But instead of plotting the azimuth and
dis tance ,  coordinates  are  p lo t ted  wi th  p lane
trigonometry. See figure 6-1.

Open Traverse

This traverse begins at a point of known control and
ends at a station whose relative position is known only
by computations. It is the least desirable type of
traverse because it does not check the accuracy of the
control, field work or computations. Use open traverse
only when time or the enemy situation does not permit
closure on a known point. See figure 6-2.

Closed Traverse

This traverse starts and ends at stations of known
control. Because it provides a basis for comparison of
computed data against known data, a closing accuracy
can be determined.

Closed traverse on a second known point begins from
a point of known control, moves through the various
required unknown points, and then ends (closes) at a
second point of known control, fourth order or higher.Figure 6-1. Traverse.

Figure 6-2. Open Traverse.
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This preferred type of traverse checks on field work,
computations, and control. See figure 6-3.

Closed traverse on the starting point begins at a point
of known control, moves through the various required
unknown points, and ends (closes) at the same starting
point. This type of traverse is more desirable than an
open traverse but less than closing on a second known
point. It checks field work and computations but does
not check starting data accuracy or detect any
systematic errors. See figure 6-4.

Directional Traverse

This traverse extends directional (azimuth) control
only. It can be open or closed. If open, close the
traverse at the earliest opportunity. Close on the
starting azimuth or another known azimuth. Since
direction is the most critical element of artillery survey

and time is an important consideration, sometimes
lower echelons must assume battery location and
extend direction only. 

Sources of Control Data

Three elements of survey control must be known to
start and close a traverse: the UTM grid coordinates
and the elevation of a point and an azimuth from that
point to a visible azimuth mark. See figure 6-5. 

Starting and closing data may be obtained from many
different sources, but the two basic types of control are
known and assumed. 

Position and elevation may be acquired from trig lists
of local or national survey agencies; e.g., NGS or
NIMA or from supporting survey elements of a higher
headquarters. An azimuth-to-an-azimuth mark may be
determined from astronomic observation, computation
from known coordinates or by reference to an existing
trig list. Use an azimuth determined by a PADS two-
position mark or PADS autoreflection as a starting and
closing azimuth for a fifth order traverse. An azimuth
cannot be determined from computations between
PADS points. PADS positions can be used for
extending fifth order traverse, but the survey must be
closed on the starting station.

If no known control is available, survey data may be
obtained by assuming control (map spotting control
through the best available resources). If any portion of
starting control (coordinates, elevation, and azimuth)
has to be assumed, the traverse must open and close on
the same station. 

Figure 6-3. Closed Traverse on a Second Known Point.

Figure 6-4. Closed Traverse on the Starting Point.

Figure 6-5. Starting and Closing Control.
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Field Work

Traverse field notes are recorded in the current version
of the field recorder’s notebook.

Stations 

In a traverse,  three stations are of immediate
significance: the rear, occupied, and forward. See
figure 6-6.

The occupied station is where the theodolite is set up
or occupies.

The rear station is where an azimuth from the
occupied station is known or has been computed. It is
the initial azimuth mark in a traverse or the occupied
station during the previous angle.

The forward station is where the azimuth from the
occupied station needs to be determined; it will be the
next occupied station.

Measurements

At each occupied station (except the closing station)
horizontal angles, vertical angles, and distance are
measured. Only a horizontal angle is required at the
closing station.

Horizontal angles are measured at the occupied station
with a theodolite by sighting on the rear station and
measuring the angle to the forward station. Horizontal
angles determine the azimuth to the forward station.
See figure 6-6. 

Vertical angles are measured at the occupied station
with a theodolite to the height of instrument at the
forward station, usually a target set with a prism.
Vertical angles are used primarily to determine the
difference in height between the occupied and forward
station. See figure 6-7.

When the distance between two successive stations in
a traverse exceeds 1,000 meters, reciprocal vertical
angles must be measured from each end of that
particular traverse leg. This reciprocal measurement
procedure negates errors caused by the Earth’s
curvature and refraction. See figure 6-8.

Figure 6-6. Rear, Occupied, and Forward Stations 
and Horizontal Angles. 

Figure 6-7. Vertical Angles.

Figure 6-8. Reciprocal Vertical Angles.
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The Earth curvature correction increases with
distance. For example, at 1,200 meters, the correction
is 0.1 meters; at 2,700 meters, 0.5 meters; and at 9,800
meters, 6.5 meters. It is easy to see that these
corrections are substantial. If reciprocal vertical angles
are not measured, these corrections will accumulate
into very large errors. 

Refraction varies depending on the Sun’s altitude,
temperature, and distance. It cannot be modeled like
Earth curvature.

Some survey computer systems correct the vertical
angle for Earth curvature if nonreciprocal vertical
angles are measured, but not for refraction. A computer
cannot determine its value with the data provided. Since
this is only a partial correction, reciprocal vertical
angles should be measured over all lines when time is
available to negate the effects of refraction and Earth
curvature. This is especially important during
measurements in high heat shimmer conditions.

The distance between the occupied station and the
forward station is measured by using electronic distance
measuring equipment, horizontal taping or trig-traverse.

Distances

The distance that determines the coordinates of the
forward station is not necessarily the distance
measured. Slope, horizontal, and grid distances must
be considered. See figure 6-9.

A slope distance is a straight-line distance between two
stations that includes the effects of terrain. The straight-
line distance between two stations of different elevations
is longer than the distance between those same stations at
equal elevations. Any distance determined by using
electronic distance measuring equipment is a slope
distance.

A horizontal distance is a straight-line distance between
two stations, determined without the effects of terrain
(the distance between the stations if they were both at
the same elevation).

Any  d i s tance  measured  wi th  a  s tee l  t ape  o r
determined through trigonometric computations is a
horizontal distance.

A slope distance can be converted to a horizontal
distance using the formula horizontal distance =
cosine (cos) (vertical angle) × slope distance. 

The vertical angle should be the mean of the reciprocal
vertical angles if the slope distance exceeds 1,000 meters.
With most calculators, an angle must be in degrees to
determine the trigonometric function of that angle. 

A grid distance is the distance needed to compute the
traverse leg. This distance is the same as a map distance.
Determine a grid distance by reducing the horizontal
distance to sea level. Then correct the sea level distance
to grid by applying a scale factor correction. 

If the horizontal distance was determined by horizontal
taping, the correction for reduction to sea level is
usually not applied. This type of distance is not accurate
and is usually relatively short. Figure 6-10 shows that
the correction for reduction to sea level increases as the
elevation of the traverse lines increases.

Figure 6-9. Slope and Horizontal Distances.
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The reduction to sea level correction is negative when
elevation is positive. The scale factor correction can be
positive or negative depending on where the traverse
line is with respect to the secant lines of the projection.

Since most survey computer systems apply the reduction
to sea level correction to the horizontal distance
automatically, the scale corrections (parts per million) for
the DI 3000 must not include this correction. 

Traverse Legs

A traverse leg is the line between two traverse stations.
One end of the line is a point of known position
(easting, northing, and elevation). The other end is a
point requiring control. There are two types of traverse
legs in artillery survey: main scheme legs and offset
legs. See figure 6-11.

A main scheme leg is one where both ends of the leg
are an occupied station in the traverse. An offset leg is
one where only the first station of the leg is occupied.
The important difference is that an offset leg is left
open (the coordinates and elevation determined for the
offset station are not used in computations of other
stations). Offset leg computations are performed
before main scheme leg computations that originates
from the same station.

The field data for the offset leg is measured and
recorded during the same occupation as the main
scheme data. The horizontal angle measured is
ca l l ed  a  mul t ip le  ang le  because  i t  i nc ludes
determining two horizontal angles from one set of
observations. The vertical angle is determined the
same way as with a main scheme leg including
determining reciprocal vertical angles if the offset
leg is longer than 1,000 meters.

SECTION II. FIELD NOTES

Survey Recorder Duties

The recorder’s notebook is a legal document to
document field notes during the course of field
survey work.   The recorder maintains the only

original record of field measurements and any
occurrences that may affect those measurements. He
must also be thoroughly trained in the requirements
for all survey methods. Data recorded includes but is
not limited to measurements, sketches, descriptions,
and remarks.

Figure 6-10. Reduction to Sea Level.

Figure 6-11. Traverse Legs.
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Duties include—

l Records survey data neatly and legibly.

l Checks and means angular data.

l Records and means distances.

l Provides required data to the survey computers.

Horizontal angles, vertical angles, and distances from
the instrument operator must be recorded. Sketches
must be oriented with a north arrow and should be as
close to scale as possible. In a long survey, the sketch
may be separated over several pages.

Descriptions of stations to supplement the sketch should
be written in the remarks section. Include distances
from objects used to locate a station, type of marker,
etc. Any changes to descriptions in a trig list should also
be noted for submission to controlling agencies. 

The remarks section should include any remarks that
clarify survey data. Include descriptions of extreme
weather phenomena and explanations of voided angles
and pages. Some survey methods have required entries
for the remarks section. These required entries are
listed in the sections describing that method of survey.
Temperature and pressure entries used as corrections
for the DI 3000, instrument heights, and target heights
should be included.

General Rules

Recording field notes is regulated by certain rules that
apply to all methods. For the most part, these rules are
designed for consistency between different recorders
and to aid in the legibility and neatness.

Record all information in pencil. Keep the pencil
sharpened to a fine point. Never erase in the notebook.
Use only upper case letters. Do not slant letters and
numbers nor  s t r ike over  them. Use approved
abbreviations and symbols. Use a straight edge and
protractor for the sketch. Record directly into the

notebook. Never record into an extract or on paper and
then transcribe recorded data to the recorder’s
notebook. Do not use pages of the recorder’s book to
perform math; use scratch paper.

Abbreviations that can be used are— 

Sometimes symbols need to be used, especially in
the sketch. Generally, the symbols in the legend of a
map sheet from the area of operations should be
used. See figure 6-12.

AZMK Azimuth Mark 

COP Chief of Party 

D Direct 

DIST Distance

FWD Forward 

GN Grid North 

HI Height of Instrument

HORZ Horizontal 

HT Height of Target 

IO Instrument Operator 

MN Mean 

OCC Occupied 

R Reverse 

RCDR Recorder 

READ Reading 

SCP Survey Control Point 

STA Station 

VERT Vertical
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The first numbered page of the recorder’s book is the
index. Page 1 includes the left and right sides. Heading
and column blocks are set up as follows. See figure 6-13.

Fill in the designation block with the word “INDEX”.

Fill in the date block with the date the book was
officially opened, usually the day the first survey in
that book was performed.

Do not list any information in the heading blocks on
the right side.

Label the column titles under the heading from left to
right as—

1, PAGE. Identify the page number that includes a
particular set of survey data.

2, DATE. List the date written in the date block of that
page.

3,  TITLE. List  the designation writ ten in the
designation block of that page. 

7, 8, and 9: Same as columns 1, 2, and 3.   

Recording procedures for—

l GPS-S surveys and RTK/OTF are discussed in the
4000 MSGR job aids.

l Astronomic observations are discussed in chapter 7.

l PADS operations are discussed in chapter 8.

Figure 6-12. Standard Symbols 
for Recording.

Figure 6-13. Index Page.
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Recording A One-Position Angle

This type of angle is used for fourth and fifth order
traverse and most fifth order conventional methods
and PADS autoreflection. See figure 6-14. 

Heading and Column Titles 
Fill in the designation block with the survey method
being conducted; e.g., traverse. Fill in the date block
with the date the field work was done.

Fill in column titles as—

1, STATION. Identify occupied, rear, and forward stations. 

2, T. Identify the telescope position, direct (D), or
reverse (R).

3, HORZ. Record horizontal readings measured at the
occupied station and the mean horizontal angle used
for computations.

4, MEAN. Record the mean of the direct and reverse
horizontal readings at the forward and rear stations.

5, VERT READ. Record vertical readings measured
by the IO.

6, VERT.  Record direct and reverse vertical angles
calculated by the RCDR from the vertical readings and
records the mean vertical angle used for computations.

7, SLOPE DIST. Record slope distances from the DI
3000. If only horizontal distances are measured, then
title this column DIST.   

8-12, REMARKS. Record any information about
measurements and subsequent computations. 

On the right side of figure 6-14, list weather conditions
(left side of the top line). Use two words. The first word
describes visibility; e.g., clear, sunny, cloudy; the second
describes temperature.

List instrument types and serial numbers under
weather conditions. This helps identify the instruments
that may need adjustments due to errors.

List names of the COP, IO, and RCDR on the right
side above the top line. 

STA and T Columns 

See figure 6-15. Fill out the T (telescope) column as
shown. 

Record the rear station (AzMk) name in the direct
(D) mode row directly below the STA column. 

Skip one line and record the occupied station name.

Skip one line and record the forward station name.

)

Figure 6-14. Heading and Column Titles (One-Position Angle).

Figure 6-15. STA and T Columns.
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Recording Field Data 
Record field data in the columns and rows that
correspond to the pointings. For example, when the
instrument operator determines the initial circle
setting, the T-2E is in the direct mode, pointed at the
rear station. Determine the measurement from the

horizontal circle. Record the initial circle setting in the
horizontal angle column in the direct mode row for the
rear station. Figure 6-16 shows the standard order for
measuring and recording a one-position angle. Figure
6-17 shows data recorded with means computed. Note
that only data used by the computer is circled.

Figure 6-16. Standard Order for Recording a One-Position Angle.

Figure 6-17. Example of a Completed One-Position Angle.
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Recording A Two-Position Angle

This angle is required for certain fourth order methods
such as triangulation and trig traverse. Use of this method
for other survey methods is a matter of local SOP.

Heading and Column Titles
These are the same as for a one-position angle. See
figure 6-18.

STA and T Columns 
These are the same as for a one-position angle. The
second angle starts two spaces below the first angle. 

Recording Field Data 
The first of the two measured angles is determined the
same as a one-position angle. The second of the two

measured angles is the same as it is for a one-position
angle except that the initial circle setting for the
second angle will be 4800.000 mils (±0.100 mils).

Vertical angles and distances are determined during the
first-position angle. Determine the mean of the two-
position angles by adding the two angles together; then
divide that total.

When a two-position angle is observed, the two
measured angles must agree within +0.050 mils. If
they differ by more than 0.050 mils, reject and
remeasure both angles. 

Figure 6-18 shows data recorded with the means
computed. The mean horizontal angle of each position
angle is recorded in parentheses. The mean of the two
position angles is circled.

Figure 6-18. Example of a Completed Two-Position Angle.
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Closing an Angle on the Horizon

See figure 6-19. 

Use this angle when a two-position angle is required
or as local SOP directs. Closing on the horizon means
that the second angle measured closes a horizontal
circle at 6400 mils. The first angle is the station angle;
the second the explement angle.

Heading and Column Titles

These are the same as for a one-position angle. 

STA and T Columns

These are the same as for a one-position angle. The
explement angle starts two spaces below the position
angle.

Recording Field Data
Figure 6-20 shows an example of data recorded with
the means computed. Note that the mean horizontalFigure 6-19. Angle Closed on the Horizon.

Figure 6-20. Example of an Angle Closed on the Horizon.
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angle  of  each measured angle  is  recorded in
parentheses. The corrected station angle is circled. The
station angle is determined the same as a one-position
angle. The explement angle is the same as for a
position angle except the rear and forward stations are
reversed to measure the rest of the horizontal circle. 

Determine vertical angles and distances with the
station angle. Determine the mean horizontal angle by
applying half of the error (from 6400 mils) to the
station angle. When an angle closed on the horizon is
observed, the sum of the two measured angles must be
within ±0.050 mils of 6400 mils. If the sum differs

from 6400 by more than 0.050 mils, both angles must
be rejected and remeasured. 

Recording Reciprocal Vertical Angles

When conducting a fourth order traverse or surveying a
traverse leg of more than 1,000 meters, measuring
reciprocal vertical angles is required. Heading and
column titles (columns 1-6) are the same as for a one-
position angle. Columns 7-12 are discussed below. See
figure 6-21.

Figure 6-21. Example of Recording with Reciprocal Vertical Angles.
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Column 7, MN RECIP VERT. Record the mean of the
reciprocal vertical.

Column 8, SLOPE DIST. Record slope distances from
the DI 3000. If only horizontal distances are measured,
this column will be titled DIST.

C o l u m n s  9 - 1 2 ,  R E M A R K S .  R e c o r d  a n y
information pertinent to the measurement and
subsequent computations.

STA and T Columns are labeled the same as for a one-
position angle. However, if the top angle on the page
includes a vertical angle to the rear station, the first
row below the column titles will be skipped.

Vertical angles are measured to the rear station the
same as they are to the forward station. Vertical
readings are measured and recorded when the
horizontal readings are made (the vertical reading to
the rear station in the direct mode is made directly
after the initial circle setting is recorded). 

Vertical angles determined by the recorder that will
be included in the mean of reciprocal vertical angles
will be recorded in parentheses. The mean of the
reciprocal vertical  angles will  be circled and
recorded in column 7 in the row corresponding to
the mean angle at the occupied station. 

Recording Angles From 
an M2A2 Aiming Circle

These angles are generally used for hasty survey
purposes. Hasty survey is discussed in chapter 10. As
with all field notes, the first page of the notebook is
the index. 

Heading and Column Titles 

Fill out as described below. See figure 6-22. 

Fill out the designation block with the survey method
being conducted; i.e., hasty traverse. Other entries
may be included after the method of survey.

Fill out the date block with the date the field work was
performed.

Fill out the heading of the right side of the page as
follows: 

List weather conditions at the left side of the top line.
Use two words; e.g., clear, warm.

List instrument types and serial numbers on the left
side of the second line of the header.

List the COP, IO, and RCDR at the right side of the
right page, above the top line. 

Fill in column titles as follows: 

1, STA. Identify the occupied, rear, and forward
stations.

2, R. Identify the reading.

Figure 6-22. Heading and Column Titles (M2A2 Angles).
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3, HORZ. Record the horizontal readings and the
mean horizontal angle.

4, VERT. Record the uncorrected vertical angle to the
forward station.

5, CORR. Record the vertical angle correction
determined during operator tests.

6, CORR VERT. Record the corrected vertical angles
and the mean corrected vertical angle.

7, SUBT DIST. Record the subtended distance as
extracted from the subtense tables in FM 6-50 and the
XO’s handbook. This column may also be labeled for

the subtended angle or horizontal distance if taped or
paced.

8-12: REMARKS. Record any information pertinent
to the measurements and subsequent computations.

STA and R Columns 

Fill out these columns as shown in figure 6-23.
Record the rear station name directly below the STA
column title. Record the occupied station name
directly below the rear station. Record the forward
station name directly below the occupied station.
Record a “1” in the row directly below the “R”, a “2”
below the “1”, and “MN” directly below the “2”.

Recording Field Data 

Record the horizontal, vertical, and subtended angles
to the nearest 0.5 mils. 

Record a subtended distance directly from FM 6-50 or
the XO’s handbook.

Record the mean horizontal angle to the nearest 0.1 mil.

If  the second reading is greater than the first
reading, compute the mean horizontal angle by
dividing the  second reading by 2 .  The mean
horizontal angle is circled.

If the second reading is less than the first reading,
compute the mean horizontal angle by adding 6400

mils to the second reading, then divide by 2. The mean
horizontal angle is circled. 

The mean horizontal angle must match the first reading
within + 0.5 mils. If not, void the angle and remeasure.

Recording Intersection Method 

The intersection method is the preferred way to
determine target location when the target cannot be
occupied. Follow the procedures below when
computation of the target location is performed with
azimuths measured to the target vice horizontal angles. 

Figure 6-23. Example of Recorded Data for a Hasty Traverse.
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Fill out the heading and column titles as described
below. See figure 6-24. 

Fill out the designation block with the survey method.

Fill out the date block with the date the field work was
performed.   Fill out the heading of the right side of the
page as follows:

List weather conditions at the left side of the top line.
Use two words. The first word describes visibility;
e .g. ,  c lear ,  sunny or  cloudy.  The second is  a
description of temperature. 

List the instrument types and serial numbers on the left
side of the second line of the header.

List the COP, IO, and RCDR at the right side of the
right page, above the top line. 

Fill in column titles as follows. See figure 6-25. 

1, OCC STA. Identify the occupied stations.

2, AZ TO AZMK. Record the computed azimuth to
the rear station. This is the azimuth set on the
horizontal scale of the aiming circle.

3-5, TARGET DESCRIPTION. Identify the target and
fwd station.

6, AZ TO TGT. Record the measured azimuth to the
target.

7, VERT. Record the vertical angle to the target.

8-12, REMARKS. Record any information pertinent
to the measurements and subsequent computations.

Record the azimuth to the azimuth mark to the nearest
0.5 mils. Record the azimuths and vertical angles to
the targets to the nearest 0.5 mils.  The target
description should be adequate for another observer to
identify that particular target. 

Figure 6-25. Example of Completed Intersection Method (M2A2).

Figure 6-24. Heading and Column Titles (Intersection).
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Correcting Errors and Voiding

The recorder must make entries small enough that if
an error is made in the data, there is enough room left
in the block to write the correct data. When a value is
recorded incorrectly, the value is lined out with a
single straight line and the correct value written above.
Do not erase errors in the notebook.   

A partial void voids an area of a recorder’s page. This
is usually done over a single angle. Include the reason
for the partial void in the remarks section. A partial
void is performed by sketching an “X” over the area to
be voided, using a straight edge, and writing “VOID”
over the “X”.   See figure 6-26. 

A full-page void voids every entry made on a
recorder’s page. This is usually done when voiding

two-position angles, angles closed on the horizon, and
astronomic observations. These methods all require
the use of the entire page. Include the reason for the
void in the remarks section. A full-page void is
performed by sketching an “X” over each page, using
a straight edge, and writing “VOID” over the “X” on
each page. See figure 6-27.

Security 

The notebook could provide the enemy with a large
amount of valuable information should it fall into his
hands (firing positions, radar sites, met sites, OPs,
etc.). It could also provide names of personnel,
equipment types, locations of survey control points,
and  o the r  i n fo rma t ion  tha t  can  be  u sed  fo r
intelligence purposes.

Figure 6-26. Example of a Partial Void.
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In a contingency situation, the notebook must be
safeguarded from the enemy. Some information
could be classified; e.g., OS or survey control point
coordinates. Therefore, the book becomes classified.
When the threat of capture becomes imminent, a
decision must be made as to the disposition of the
notebook. If the capture cannot be avoided, destroy
the notebook.

Storing the Recorder’s Book   

Use the notebook until filled. Then properly store it to
eliminate damage. The storage area must be dry and
safe from accidental damage such as spills. Maintain

the notebook for at least the minimum times as
discussed below.

Notebooks with information used in establishing
permanent control must be maintained for at least as
long as those control points are in tact or until they
are resurveyed.

Notebooks with information used in establishing
nonpermanent control must be maintained for at least the
same amount of time as position safety, per local SOP.

Notebooks may be maintained for archive purposes. If
a unit establishes survey control (permanent or
nonpermanent) in an area that is not used very often or
not  used before ,  the  notebook could include
information for planning future operations in that area.

Figure 6-27. Example of a Full-Page Void.
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SECTION III. TRIGONOMETRY

Extending Azimuth

An azimuth is the clockwise angle from a known
reference line to a second line. For artillery survey
purposes, the reference line is grid north and the
second line is the traverse line to the forward station.
Every line has a forward azimuth and a back azimuth.
In artillery survey, we consider the Earth to be a flat
surface. A forward azimuth and back azimuth differ
exactly 3200 mils. See figure 6-28.

Azimuth-Angle Relationship 

When traverse computations begin, the only known
azimuth is the azimuth from the occupied station to the
rear station. To determine the azimuth to the forward
station, add the horizontal angle measured at the
occupied station to the azimuth to the rear station. See
figure 6-29.

Sometimes the sum of the azimuth to rear and the
horizontal angle produces an azimuth larger than 6400
mils. Subtract 6400 mils from that sum to determine
the azimuth necessary for computations.   

Azimuth to the Rear 

Once the azimuth to the forward station is determined,
the computat ions necessary to determine the
coordinates of the forward station can be made. The
extension of the survey beyond that point requires that
the azimuth to the rear be determined from the
azimuth to the forward station, as determined above.
To do this, apply 3200 mils to the forward azimuth as
shown in the following example:

The azimuth to the forward station (Andy) from Carl
is 2520.254 mils. This azimuth is used to compute the
coordinates of Andy. To determine the coordinates of
the forward station when Andy is occupied, the
azimuth from Andy to the rear station (Carl) must be
known. In the example it is 5720.254 mils. 

Solutions of Right Triangles

Simple plane trigonometry can be used to compute a
survey. The solution of two right triangles is necessary
to determine differences in coordinates and elevation.

Forming the Coordinate Triangle 

The distance and azimuth between two points can be
used to form a right triangle. The grid distance between
the traverse stations is the hypotenuse of the right
triangle. The other two sides of the triangle are the
easting and northing coordinate differences between the
stations. The difference easting (dE) and difference
northing (dN) are the unknowns that are determined by
solving the right triangle. See figure 6-30.

Figure 6-28. Azimuth. 

 Az to Fwd Sta (Carl to Andy): 2520.254 mils 

±3200 mils 3200.000 mils 

Az to Rear (Andy to Carl) 5720.254 mils
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Figure 6-30. Coordinate Triangle.

Figure 6-29. Azimuth-Angle Relationship.
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Forming the Elevation Triangle 
The distance and vertical angle between two points
can be used to form a right triangle. The sides of the
triangle forming the right angle are the grid distance

and the elevation difference between the stations
(dH). The vertical angle is the angle formed by the
grid distance and the line of sight (the hypotenuse).
It is opposite the vertical interval. See figure 6-31.

Trigonometric Functions To Compute a Traverse 

Sine (sin) and cosine (cos) compute the differences in
easting and northing coordinates. Tangent (tan)
computes the difference in height. 

The  va lues  o f  s in  and  cos  a re  the  d i s tances
corresponding to an angle formed at the center of a
circle whose radius is one. Figure 6-32 shows that in a

circle of radius 1, the length of side dE is the sin of 849
mils (47.75625°) and the length of side dN is the cos
of 849 mils. If you were to use a scientific calculator to
determine the sin of 47.75625°, the answer would be
0.74029 and the cos would be 0.67229.   

The value of tan equals the value of sin divided by the
value of cos.

Determining Coordinate and Elevation 
Differences

See figure 6-33. The formulas for solving a right
triangle are generally written as—

Figure 6-31. Elevation Triangle.

Figure 6-32. Value of Trigonometric Functions 
of Angles.

sin (angle) = O
 H

cos (angle) = A
 H

tan (angle) = O
 H

whereas: O is the side opposite the angle

A is the side adjacent the angle

H is the hypotenuse 

and: Angles are converted to degrees from 
mils using the formula degrees = 
mils × (0.05625).
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For computations of the coordinate and elevation
triangles, it is easier to understand if we substitute the
O, A, and H with the actual values used:

The formulas listed immediately above can also be
written as—

The previous example produced an azimuth forward
(Carl to Andy) of 2520.254 mils. If the grid distance
from Carl to Andy is 524.876 meters and the vertical
angle is +27.821 mils, the dE, dN, and dH can be
determined by substituting those values into the
formulas immediately above.

Determining the Coordinates and 
Elevation of the Forward Station

Determine the coordinates by algebraically adding the
dE and dN to the coordinates of the occupied station.
To algebraically add means to add or subtract
depending on the sign (+ or −) of the subject value. 

Determine the sign of the dE and dN by plotting the
azimuth to the forward station. See figure 6-34.

The dE and dN with the proper sign are then
algebraically added to the coordinates of the
occupied station.

Determine the elevation by algebraically adding the
dH to the elevation of the occupied station. The sign of
the dH is the same as the sign of the vertical angle.

The examples shown produced an azimuth forward
(Carl to Andy) of 2520.254 mils and produced a dE of
324.84 meters, a dN of 412.28 meters, and a dH of
14.34 meters.

The coordinates of Carl are E: 5 40666.21, N: 34 13666.78, El (m): 666.34

sin (AzFwd × 0.05625) = dE
Grid Dist

cos (AzFwd × 0.05625) = dN
Grid Dist

tan (AzFwd × 0.05625) = dH
Grid Dist

dE = sin (Az Fwd × 0.05625) × Grid Dist

dN = cos (Az Fwd × 0.05625) × Grid Dist

dH = tan (Vert Angle × Grid Dist

dE = sin (2520.254 × 0.05625) × 524.876 
dE = 324.84 meters

dN = cos (2520.254 x 0.05625) × 524.876 
dN = 412.28 meters

dH = tan (27.821 x 0.05625) × 524.876 
dH = 14.34 meters

Figure 6-33. Right Triangle.

Figure 6-34. Determining the Sign of dE and dN.
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The azimuth from Carl to Andy is 2520.254 mils
which plots in quadrant II in figure 6-34. So, the dE is
positive, the dN is negative. The coordinates of Andy
are determined as—

Computing the Traverse

After computation of a main scheme leg, the station
that was the forward station now becomes the
occupied station. The data determined for that station
determines the coordinates and elevation of the next
forward station. 

Figure 6-35 shows a traverse with only main
scheme legs. It can be seen that the coordinates and
e leva t ion  o f  Andy  a re  used  to  compute  the
coordinates of John.

A traverse cannot continue from an offset station
because the offset station is not occupied. Its
coordinates and elevation are not used to compute
another forward station. The next forward station is
computed from the same station as the offset.

Figure 6-36 shows a traverse with an offset leg from
Carl to Andy. The main scheme portion of the traverse
runs from Carl to John, then to Jim. The coordinates
and elevation of Andy will not be used to compute the

coordinates and elevation of John. The coordinates
and elevation of John must be computed using the data
from Carl.

SECTION IV. CLOSURE

Traverse closure is performed by comparing the
computed data for the closing station to the known
data for the closing station. These comparisons
produce errors that must meet certain specifications
for the order of traverse being performed.

Three comparisons must be made to determine if a
traverse meets closure specifications: coordinate
comparison, elevation comparison, and an azimuth
comparison. Closing data for a traverse consists of

radial error (RE) of closure, elevation error, azimuth
error, and accuracy ratio. See figure 6-37.

Radial Error 

A comparison between known and computed
coordinates of the closing station is performed to
produce an RE of closure. The RE is the distance from

Carl 5 40666.21 34 13666.78 666.34 

dE, N, H +324.84 −412.28 +14.34 

Andy 5 40991.05 34 13254.50 680.68

Figure 6-36. Offset Legs.

Figure 6-35. Main Scheme Legs.
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the known coordinates to the computed coordinates.
See figure 6-38.

Computing Radial Error 

There are several ways to determine the RE. If the
traverse was computed on a survey computer
system, the RE is computed automatically. But it
should be computed using the azimuth and distance
programs in those systems or with the Pythagorean
Theorem manually.

RE can be determined by performing the azimuth and
distance computations available in survey computer
programs. Data should be entered from the known
coordinates to the computed coordinates. This is
because the azimuth provided by these computations
is the azimuth of the error that may be necessary to

determine the location of traverse errors should the
survey not meet specifications. 

The Pythagorean Theorem considers the RE as the
hypotenuse of a right triangle and as sides of the
triangle. See figure 6-39.

The Pythagorean Theorem states that in a right
triangle, the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the
sum of the squares of the sides. That formula can be
expressed as—

C = 

where C is the hypotenuse, and A and B are the sides
of the triangle.

The eE, eN, and RE can be substituted into the
formula as 

RE = 

The eE is the difference between the known and
computed easting. If the known easting value is a
larger number than the computed easting value, the eE
is negative. If the known easting value is a smaller
number than the computed, the eE is positive.

The eN is the difference between the known and
computed northing. If the known northing value is a
larger number than the computed, the eN is negative;
if the known northing value is a smaller number than
the computed, the eN is positive.

The following example uses the Pythagorean Theorem
to compute RE.

Figure 6-37. Traverse Closing Data Comparison. 

Figure 6-38. Radial Error of Closure.

Figure 6-39. Pythagorean Theorem. 

A2+B2

eE2 + eN2
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Determine eE and eN:

Determine RE:

RE = = 0.83 meters

Allowable Radial Error

The allowable position closure (RE) for a traverse
depends on the order of survey and the total traverse
length (TTL).

If a fourth order traverse length is less than 9 kilometers,
the allowable RE in closure is 1:3000 or 1 meter of RE
for each 3,000 meters of traverse. Determine the
allowable RE by dividing the total traverse length by
3,000. For example, if the traverse length of a fourth
order survey is 3,469.910 meters, the allowable RE is
1.16 meters (3,469.910/3,000 = 1.1566).

If a fourth order traverse length is greater than 9
kilometers, the accuracy achieved may be better than
1:3000, yet the RE may be excessive. Determine the
allowable RE by the following formula: square root of
K whereas K equals the TTL in kilometers. If the TTL
is 10,983.760 meters, then K equals 10.983760. In this
example, allowable RE equals 3.314175613935 or
3.31 meters. If the TTL were divided by 3,000, the
allowable RE would be 3.66 meters, 0.35 meters more
than with the square root of K. 

The allowable RE for a fifth order traverse is 1:1000
or 1 meter of RE for each 1,000 meters of traverse.
Determine the allowable RE by dividing the total
traverse length by 1,000. For example, if the traverse
length of a fifth order survey is 2,986.321 meters, the
allowable RE is 2.99 meters (2,986.321/1,000 =
2.986321). Allowable RE for a fifth order traverse
equals K (TTL in kilometers).

Excessive Radial Error

If the RE of a traverse exceeds the specifications listed
above for allowable RE, the traverse has “busted.” The
traverse error location must be determined and corrected. 

Elevation Error

A comparison between known and computed
elevations of the closing station is performed to
produce an elevation error (eH). The eH is the vertical
distance from the known elevation to the computed
elevation. See figure 6-40. 

If the known elevation is a larger number than the
computed, the eH is negative. If the known elevation
is a smaller number than the computed, the eH is
positive. Figure 6-40 shows station Jack with a known
elevation of 342.9 meters and a computed elevation of
343.5 meters. The difference between the two values
is 0.6 meters. Since the computed elevation is higher
than the known, the sign is positive. The eH is written
as +0.6 meters. 

The eH is computed automatically by survey computer
systems. Sometimes the value displayed by the
program is the elevation correction. Elevation
correction is the same value as eH with the opposite
sign and is used for traverse adjustments.

The allowable eH for a traverse depends on the order
of survey and the TTL. For fourth order, the allowable
eH equals the  when K is the TTL in kilometers.
For example, if the total traverse length of a fourth

Known E: 5 17265.98 N: 38 27648.32

Computed E: 5 17265.54 N: 38 27649.02

Error (meters) dE−0.44 dN+0.70

0.442 + 0.702

Figure 6-40. Elevation Error.

K
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order survey equals 7643.765 meters, K is equal to
7.643765. Allowable eH in this example equals
2.764735972928 or 2.8 meters.

The allowable eH for a fifth order traverse whose TTL
is less than 4,000 meters is ±2 meters. As long as the
computed elevation is within 2 meters of the known,
the elevation closes.

The allowable eH for a fifth order traverse whose TTL
is equal to or greater than 4,000 meters is determined
from the formula—

1.2 × 

when K is the TTL in kilometers. For example, if the
TTL is 6843.874 meters, K is equal to 6.843874.
Allowable elevation error in this example is equal to
3.139 or 3.14 meters.

If the eH of a traverse exceeds the specifications listed
above for allowable eH, the traverse has “busted.”
Determine the eH location and correct. 

Azimuth Error

A comparison between known and computed azimuths
at the closing station is performed to produce an
azimuth error (eAz). The azimuth error is the angular
difference between the known azimuth and the
computed azimuth from the closing station to the
azimuth mark. See figure 6-41.

If the known azimuth is a larger value than the
computed,  the eAz is  negat ive.  I f  the known
azimuth is a smaller number than the computed, the
eAz is positive. Figure 6-41 shows a known azimuth
of 0833.002 mils  and a computed azimuth of
0832.876 mils. The difference between the two
values is 0.126 mils. Since the computed azimuth is
lower than the known, the sign is negative. The eAz
is written as −0.126 mils.

The eAz is computed automatically by survey computer
programs. Sometimes the value displayed by the
computer system is the azimuth correction. Azimuth
correction is the same value as azimuth error with the
opposite sign and is used for traverse adjustments.   

The allowable eAz for a traverse depends on the order
of survey and the number of main scheme angles,
including the closing angle, in the traverse.

Fourth Order 

The allowable eAz for a fourth order traverse with six
or fewer main scheme angles is determined from the
formula allowable eAz = 0.04 mils × N; when N
equals the number of main scheme angles, including
the closing angle. For example, if a fourth order
traverse contains 5 main scheme angles, the allowable
eAz = 0.04 mils × 5 = 0.200 mils.

The allowable eAz for a fourth order traverse with
seven or more main scheme angles is determined from
the formula when N equals the number of
main scheme angles, including the closing angle. For
example, if a fourth order traverse contains 8 main
scheme angles, the allowable eAz = 0.283 mils.

Fifth Order 

The allowable eAz for a fifth order traverse is
determined using the formula allowable eAz = 0.1
mils × N; when N equals the number of main scheme
angles, including the closing angle. For example, if a
fifth order traverse contains 12 main scheme angles,
the allowable eAz equals 1.2 mils. 

K

Figure 6-41. Azimuth Error.

0.1 X N
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If the eAz of a traverse exceeds the specifications
listed above for allowable eAz, the traverse has
“busted.” Location of the traverse error must be
determined and corrected. 

Accuracy Ratio

Certain minimum position accuracy requirements are
prescribed for survey field work and computations.
To determine whether this position requirement has
been met for a closed traverse, an accuracy ratio
(AR) is computed. 

An AR is the ratio of position error to TTL. TTL is
sum of the main scheme grid distances used to
compute the traverse. AR is computed by dividing the
TTL by the RE. For example, if the TTL of a traverse
is 9843.785 meters and the RE is 2.01 meters, then AR
= 9843.785/2.01 = 4897.405472637.

AR may be expressed as either a fraction with a
numerator of one (i.e., 1/3000) or as a ratio (i.e.,
1:3000). An AR ratio is read as one to the computed
value; e.g., one to three thousand.

After the AR has been computed, the denominator of
the fraction is always reduced to the next lower
hundred; e.g., 1/4897 is recorded as 1/4800.

The minimum accepted value for an AR depends on
the order of survey being performed. A traverse
performed to fifth order specifications must produce
an AR equal to or higher than 1/1000. A traverse
performed to fourth order specifications must
produce an AR ratio equal to or higher than 1/3000.
However, if the TTL exceeds 9 kilometers, the RE
must be within specifications.

If the computed accuracy ratio of a traverse does not
meet the specifications listed above for minimum AR,
the traverse has “busted.” The traverse error location
must be determined and corrected. 

Specifications

To verify that a traverse closes, compare computed
errors to the following specifications: 

REQUIREMENT FOURTH ORDER FIFTH ORDER

Adjusted Yes No

Position Closure 
If traverse length is—
less than 9,000 meters 1:3,000 1:1,000
more than 9,000 meters 1:1,000

Height Closure 
If traverse length is—
less than 4,000 meters ± 2 meters 
more than 4,000 meters 1.2 * 

Azimuth Closure 
Six or fewer stations 0.04 * N 0.1 * N 
Seven or more stations 0.1 * 0.1 * N 
Azimuth carried to 0.001 mil 0.1 mil
Number of stations between
azimuth checks

20 25

Horizontal Angles 
Measured as One-position One-position
Recorded to 0.001 mil 0.001 mil

Vertical Angles 
Measured as 1 D/R 1 D/R 
Recorded to 0.001 mil 0.001 mil 
Used in computations 0.001 mil 0.001 mil 
Reciprocals measured when Always Legs greater than 1,000 meters

Distance
Measured electronically 
(slope distance)

Mean of 3 measurements after
rejection limit of 0.01 from the mean

Mean of 3 measurements after rejection limit 
of 0.01 from the mean

K

K
K K

N
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SECTION V. ADJUSTMENT

An adjusted traverse is one where errors have been
distributed systematically so that the computed
closing station coincides with the known closing
station. In art i l lery survey, only fourth order
traverses are adjusted. 

There is no way to determine the true magnitude of
errors in the angle and distance measurements that
occur throughout a traverse. A traverse adjustment is
b a s e d  o n  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t  e r r o r s  h a v e
accumulated gradually and corrections are made
accordingly. A traverse adjustment is also based on
the assumption that all errors causing misclosure in
the traverse are from field measurements (no errors
a re  b rough t  i n to  the  c losu re  f rom p rev ious
adjustments or a lack of commonality).

Three adjustments must be made when adjusting a
traverse: azimuth, coordinates, and elevation. These
adjustments eliminate the effects of systematic
(accumulative) errors assuming they have been
constant in magnitude and direction over each
traverse leg. Traverse adjustment cannot compensate
for blunders such as improperly recorded data or
misread angles. 

A  t r a v e r s e  t h a t  d o e s  n o t  m e e t  t h e  c l o s u r e
specifications listed in section IV is not adjusted. It is
checked and corrected using the traverse error location
procedures in section VI.

Usually a traverse will close within specifications, but
because some error sources cannot always be
accounted for, closure will not be absolute. There will
always be some measure of position, elevation, and
azimuth error.

Most errors causing survey misclosure are cumulative.
A cumulative error will generally be of the same
magnitude, in the same direction, and occur in every
measurement of that type; e.g., errors introduced by
instruments that are not properly adjusted. 

Random errors are those errors that cannot be
accounted for. They vary in magnitude and direction
and do not occur in all measurements; e.g., plumbing,
leveling, and sighting errors. 

Survey computer systems automatically adjust the
main scheme portion of a traverse if so prompted.   

Azimuth

Determining Azimuth Correction 
The difference in easting and northing between two
stations is determined by multiplying the grid distance
by the sin and cos of the azimuth to the forward
station. When adjusting a traverse, the azimuths used
to compute those easting and northing differences are
adjusted first. The total amount of azimuth adjustment
is the azimuth correction. Determined by computing
the eAz. The azimuth correction is the eAz with the
proper sign affixed so that the computed azimuth with
the azimuth correction applied equals the known
azimuth. The azimuth correction is the same value as
the eAz with the opposite sign. 

Applying Azimuth Correction 
The azimuth correction is distributed equally among
the main scheme angles of the traverse with any
remainder distributed to the larger angles. For
example, assume a traverse has five main scheme
angles, including the closing angle and the eAz for
the traverse equals +0.966 mils.  The azimuth
correction equals −0.966 mils and is divided by the
number of angles in the traverse. In this case, −0.966
mils/5 equals −0.193 mils per angle with a remainder
of 0.001 mil. Each of the five angles will be adjusted
by −0.193 mils and the largest angle will be adjusted
by an additional 0.001 mil each to compensate for the
remainder. See figure 6-42. 

Recomputing with Adjusted Angles 
After the main scheme angles have been adjusted, the
entire traverse is recomputed using the adjusted

Occupied
Station

Horizontal
Angle

Azimuth
Correction

Adjusted
Angle

Carl 2520.254 -0.193 2520.061

Andy 1895.364 -0.193 1895.171

John 3725.468 -0.194 3725.274

Jim 1564.258 -0.193 1564.065

Jack 2635.842 -0.193 2635.649

Figure 6-42. Azimuth Adjustment.
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angles. This produces new coordinates and closing
data for the traverse with an azimuth error of zero
mils. There will be no change in eH or TTL. It is now
assumed that all eAz has been eliminated. Any
remaining error is assumed to be a distance error.

Coordinate

Determining Total Coordinate Corrections 
The total easting and northing corrections (tcE, tcN)
for the traverse are determined by algebraically
subtracting the coordinates of the closing station
(after azimuth adjustment computations) from the
known coordinates of the closing station. Use the
fol lowing example  to  determine eas t ing and
northing corrections:

Determining Station Corrections 

The easting and northing corrections determined
above are for the entire traverse. It is assumed that
errors causing coordinate misclosure are accumulated
proport ionately throughout  the t raverse.  The
corrections must be distributed proportionately
throughout the traverse. The amount of coordinate
correction to be applied to each main scheme station
(cE, cN) is determined by multiplying the total easting
or northing correction (tcE, tcN) by the partial traverse
length (PTL = sum of the traverse legs up to that
station), then dividing by the TTL. 

As an example, for a traverse with a TTL of 6734.973
meters and total coordinate corrections as determined
above, the cE and cN for station Jack whose PTL is
3974.652 meters is determined as— 

cE = +0.16 meters cN = −0.27 meters

Determining Adjusted Coordinates

Adjusted coordinates for a main scheme station in a
traverse are determined by algebraically adding the

easting and northing coordinate corrections (cE, cN) to
the coordinates of the stations that were determined by
the azimuth adjustment computations. 

The following example shows how to determine
adjusted coordinates using the coordinate corrections
determined above:

Offset Legs 

There is no requirement to adjust offset legs. Even so,
the computations performed for azimuth adjustment
produced a new set of coordinates for the occupied
station to determine the offset station coordinates. To
ensure relativity, adjust offset legs by recomputing a
single traverse leg using the adjusted coordinates of
the occupied station and the adjusted azimuth from the
occupied station to the rear station.   

Elevation

Because elevation is the least important of the three
elements of survey, it can be assumed that elevation
closure error is accumulated in equal amounts at each
traverse station. 

Determining Elevation Correction 

Compare the computed elevation of the closing station
with the known elevation of the closing station and
apply a sign (±) that causes the established height to
equal the known height. The elevation correction is the
same value as the elevation error with the opposite sign.

For example, if the known elevation for station Jack is
342.9 meters and the computed elevation is 343.5
meters, the elevation correction is −0.6 meters (342.9 −
343.5 = −0.6). For the elevation determined by traverse
to equal the correct elevation, subtract 0.6 meters from
the elevation of the computed closing station.

Easting Northing
Known 5 21874.98 34 87698.23

− Computed 5 21874.71 34 87698.68
Correction (tcE) +0.27 (tcN) −0.45

Easting Northing
Jack (Az Adj) 5 24987.56 34 85673.87
Correction +0.16 −0.27
Jack (Adjusted) 5 24987.72 34 85673.60
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Determining Adjusted Elevation 

The elevation correction is distributed equally among
the stations of the traverse with any remainder
distributed to those stations computed from the longest
legs. Assume that the traverse for the elevation
correction consists of five stations. To distribute the
elevation correction throughout the traverse, divide the
elevation correction by the total number of stations in
the traverse excluding the starting station (a known
height), in this case four, if the elevation correction is
−0.6 meters. The elevation correction is determined
from the formula −0.6/4 equals 0.1 with a remainder
of .2 meters. 

The adjustment is an accumulation of the correction
since the correction applies to the differences in
elevation between the stations and not directly applied
to their elevations. 

Discretion Adjustment

There will be times in the field when a surveyor will
rely on judgment alone. Error/correction may be
distributed arbitrari ly in accordance with the
surveyor’s estimation of field conditions. It is
reasonable to assume that heat waves will introduce
larger errors over long lines than over short lines.
Larger angular errors would be expected when lines of
sight are steep and visibility is poor than when
observing conditions are relatively favorable.
Surveyors should not use this method of adjustment
unless experienced and have a keen knowledge of
where errors are most likely to occur and of their
effect on the overall survey. In any event, the field
notebook should contain a detailed account of any
unfavorable survey conditions so that is may be used
to substantiate any arbitrary adjustments.

SECTION VI. LOCATING TRAVERSE ERRORS

The artillery surveyor must isolate errors and
determine their causes. Often, a critical analysis of the
field work and the computations of a survey in error
will result in timely delivery of the surveyed data to
the firing unit.

Sources of Error

Many error sources exist that can cause a survey to
bust. When trying to locate a traverse error it is
assumed that only one error exists and that the error
exists in the field work or computations. Trig lists
from higher or adjacent echelon survey sections may
sometimes contain errors. These errors are usually a
misprint in the trig list and must be reported to the
publishing agency as soon as possible.

Coordinate 

When a trig list includes a misprint of a station’s
coordinates, it is usually a typographical error in either
easting or northing, but not both. Sometimes the error

may be due to several sets of coordinates being
established over the same point from different surveys
or different survey agencies and the wrong set of
coordinates being published. The SIC must determine
the most accurate with respect to commonality. 

A coordinate error will slide the entire traverse if
closed on the same known station. The survey will
appear to close but an unknown amount of position
error will exist at each station.

A coordinate will appear as if a distance error is
present in the survey if the traverse is closed on a
second known point.

Elevation 

When a trig list includes a misprint of a station’s
elevation, it is generally a typographical error.
Sometimes, as with coordinates, more than one elevation
may exist for the same station. The SIC must determine
the most accurate with respect to commonality. 

An elevation error will raise or lower an entire traverse
if closed on the same station. The survey will appear to
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close but an unknown amount of elevation error will
exist at each station.

Elevation error will appear as if a vertical angle error
exists in the traverse if the traverse is closed on a
second known station. The survey will close for
coordinates and azimuth but not for elevation. 

Azimuth

When a trig list includes a misprint of an azimuth
between two stations, it is usually a typographical
er ror  of  a  computed  or  as t ronomic  az imuth .
Sometimes the azimuth may have been computed
correctly but the stations were not common or as with
some coordinate errors, the wrong station coordinates
were used when more than one set of values were
available. Always perform your own computation of
an azimuth when using a computed azimuth from a
trig list.

An azimuth error will swing the traverse around the
starting point if closed on the same station. The
traverse will appear to close but it will contain an
unknown amount of coordinate and azimuth errors.

An azimuth error list will appear as if an angle error
exists in the traverse if the traverse is closed on a
second station.

Field Work 

Errors from field work will generally be of four types:
distance, horizontal angle, vertical angle, and
computational. The largest errors will be found in
computations and recording. For the most part, field
measurements made with the proper procedures will
not include errors large enough to cause a survey to
bust, especially with the precision available in current
instrumentation. Most errors can generally be
attributed to a lack of precise actions (attention to
detail) on the part of the surveyors. Proper training,
planning, organization, and field procedures will
eliminate most errors. If field work and computations
are done properly, the cause of position, azimuth, and
elevation errors will be primarily due to the level of
relativity of the survey control. In most cases, this will
not bust a survey. The following are examples of
errors caused by that lack of precise action.

All instrument readings must be clearly read to the
recorder, then read back to the instrument operator. The
IO must be viewing the scales when the values are read
back, not turning to the next station or measuring the
next distance. Improper instrument readings can result
in distance, horizontal angle, and vertical angle errors.

Recording errors are generally found in the meaning
of the recorded data. When possible and practical, the
IO or team chief should verify those means before
march ordering the equipment. The recorder must
record the entire reading from the IO then read back
what he has written, not what he heard. The recorder
must listen for the command “bubble level”, indicating
the use of the automatic index by the IO, before
recording vertical readings. Improper recording
procedures can result in distance, horizontal angle, and
vertical angle errors.

Computer errors are generally attributed to improper
computation and check computation procedures.
Computations and check computations must be
performed independently.

Pointing errors can be located by measuring a direct
and reverse reading over each station. Especially when
a station is hard to pinpoint due to long distance or
heat waves, a pointing error will result in horizontal or
vertical angle errors that create a measure of azimuth
and/or elevation error at closure. Very small distance
errors are introduced in a survey that includes vertical
angle errors and slope distances. This is because the
vertical angle converts the slope distance to a
horizontal distance.

Plumb and leveling errors can account for small
amounts of distance and horizontal angle errors. If a
target set and/or a theodolite is not properly plumb and
level over their respective control points, the azimuth
line being occupied is not the same azimuth line used
in computations. This creates an azimuth/angle error.

Forward stations must be properly plumb and level. The
forward station is the next occupied station. When the
theodolite is set up over that station in the same tribrach
as the target set, it must be already plumb and level,
except for minor adjustments. If large plumb and level
adjustments are made, the angle and distance
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measurements from that station will be made from a
different position than they were made to on the previous
angle. This introduces small angle and distance errors.

Locating A Traverse Error

Procedures for locating an error in a traverse will
isolate a suspect station (horizontal or vertical angle)
or leg (distance). These procedures assume that only
one error is present that is large enough to cause the
excessive misclosure. They also assume the error is
not  in the control .  Location of traverse error
procedures may designate a suspected station or leg
even when multiple errors are present.

Locating and correcting traverse errors can be
performed in five steps: 

Step 1. Close the traverse. 

Step 2. Determine the eAz, RE, and eH. 

Step 3. Determine the type of error indicated. 

Step 4. Isolate the suspect station or leg.    

Step 5. Check the field recorder’s notebook and
computations for math errors. If no error is found,
return to the field and remeasure the necessary
segments of the traverse. 

Traverse Error Indicators

Figure 6-43 shows the indicated traverse error based 
on the type of traverse and the status of the azimuth 
and coordinate misclosure. 

Azimuth Good, Coordinates Good 

Obviously, if both azimuth and coordinates close, the
traverse is good.

Azimuth Good, Coordinates Bust 

Whether closing on the starting point or on a second
point, if azimuth meets specifications but coordinates
do not, the indicated error is a distance error. If an
angle in the survey were bad, azimuth would bust also.

Azimuth Bust, Coordinates Good 

When closing on the starting point, if azimuth busts
and the coordinates are good, the error must be in the
starting (opening) or closing angle. If an angle other
than the opening or closing were in error or if a
distance error were present, coordinates would not
have closed. 

When closing on a second known point, if azimuth
busts and the coordinates are good, the error must be
in the closing angle. An angular or distance error
anywhere else in the t raverse would create a
coordinate misclosure.

Azimuth Bust, Coordinates Bust 

When closing on the starting point, if azimuth and
coordinates bust, the error must be an angle other than
the opening or closing angle. A distance is not the
indicated error. If it were, the azimuth would be good.

When closing on a second known point, if azimuth and
coordinates bust, the error must be in the starting angle
or a station angle, not the closing angle. The closing
angle is not the indicated error, as the coordinates
would have closed.

Elevation Busts
If coordinates close and azimuth close but height
busts, see next paragraph.

Isolation of Distance Errors

A distance error is indicated when the azimuth for a
traverse closes within tolerance but coordinate closure
(RE) exceeds allowable specifications for that level of

Close On
Starting Station

Close On
Second Station

Azimuth Coordinates Error Indication
Good Good Good Traverse Good Traverse

Good Bust Distance Error Distance Error

Bust Good
Opening or Closing 

Angle
Closing Angle

Bust Bust Angle Error
Opening or Station 

Angle

Figure 6-43. Error Indicators.
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accuracy. Two methods of isolating a distance error
can be used: the parallel  l ine method and the
computation of azimuth of RE. Both methods work on
the assumption that the azimuth of the RE is the same
as the azimuth of the line with the distance error,
whether the error is short or long. 

Use the parallel line method to determine which line in
a traverse contains a distance error. It identifies the
indicated line by creating a line that lies along the
same azimuth or parallel to the error.

Plot the traverse on a 1/25,000 grid sheet using the
largest scale possible to make small errors easier to
see. Label the stations, including known and computed
closing stations. See figure 6-44.

Using a straight edge, trace a line between the known
and computed closing stations. Allow this line to
extend beyond the plotted points. See figure 6-45.

Identify the leg containing the error.  The leg
containing the error lies roughly parallel to the line
traced above. Figure 6-45 shows the leg between TS-2
and TS-3 contains the distance error.   

Another way to locate a distance error in a traverse is to
compute the azimuth of the RE. Compute from the
known closing coordinates to the computed closing
coordinates with the handheld computer system (HCS). 

On the traverse form or the printout find an azimuth to
rear that roughly matches the azimuth of the RE. The
suspect leg is the leg with an azimuth or back azimuth
closest to the computed azimuth. 

In analyzing an error like this, some tolerance and
judgment must be used to determine the traverse leg in
error. In angular and distance measurements, minor
errors occur that have a large affect on the overall
accuracy but are small enough to make error analysis
difficult. In some traverses, several legs with azimuths
nearly parallel to the azimuth of the RE could be
indicated as the leg with the error. Check the recorded
data first, then the computations for each suspected
leg .  I f  the re  i s  no  e r ror  in  recorded  da ta  o r
computations, then each suspected leg must be
remeasured until the leg containing the error is found.

Isolation of Angle Errors

An angle error is indicated when the azimuth does not
meet allowable closure specifications for that level of
survey. Sometimes an angle error, depending on its
location, will result in coordinate error exceeding
allowable RE. Two ways of isolating an angle error
can be used: the perpendicular bisector method and the
mil relation formula (WeRM rule). 

Figure 6-44. Plotting the Traverse.

Figure 6-45. Determining the Error Leg - 
Parallel Line Method.
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Perpendicular Bisector Method 

To determine which station in a traverse contains an
angle error, use the perpendicular bisector by creating
a line that passes over or near the station.

Step 1. Plot the traverse on a 1/25,000 grid sheet using
the largest scale possible to make small errors easier to
see. Label the stations, including the known and
computed closing stations. See figure 6-46.

Step 2. Using a straight edge, trace a line between the
known and computed closing stations. Allow this line
to extend beyond the plotted points. Place a dot on the
line midway between the known and computed
station. If the RE is large enough, divide it by 2 and
measure the distance to ensure the dot is halfway
between the points.

Step 3. Using a protractor, trace a line perpendicular
to the RE line, extending into the survey. 

Step 4. Identify the station containing the error. The line
traced in step 3 will pass through or near the station with
the angle error. The example in figure 6-47 indicates
that station TS-3 contains the angle error.

Mil Relation Formula (WeRM Rule) 

Especially when closed on a second station or when
the traverse follows a linear path, more than one
s u s p e c t  s t a t i o n  c o u l d  b e  i d e n t i f i e d  b y  t h e
perpendicular bisector method. The WeRM rule is a
very good tool to isolate the error station.

The mil relation formula states that 1 mil of angle over
a 1 kilometer distance will cause a 1-meter shift at the
other end. See figure 6-48.

Figure 6-46. Plotting the Traverse.

Figure 6-47. Determining the Error Station.

Figure 6-48. Mil Relation Formula.
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The WeRM rule uses this relationship between angle
and distance to determine a distance to a station
containing an angle error that corresponds to the RE.
The distance in kilometers to the station containing the
angle error is computed by dividing the RE by the
azimuth error. Determine—

R = W/m when—

R is the range in kilometers
W is the radial error of closure 
m is the azimuth error

Once the distance in kilometers is computed, locate a
station that is that distance from the known station on
the grid sheet used to plot the perpendicular bisector.
The station in error should lie close to the distance.

Using a busted traverse that follows a linear path along
a highway, the team chief has determined that an angle
error exists. He isolates three possible stations that
may contain the error using the perpendicular bisector
method. The RE of closure is 66.32 meters, the
azimuth error is 10.178 mils. Using the WeRM rule,
the distance to the suspect station is determined as—

R = 66.32/10.178 

R = 6.516 kilometers (6,516 meters)

Analyzing Errors 

In analyzing an error of this nature, some tolerance
and judgment must be used to determine the traverse
station in error. In angular and distance measurements,
minor errors occur that have a large affect on the
overall accuracy but are small enough to make error
analysis difficult. In some traverses, several stations

could be indicated as the one containing the error.
Check the recorded data first, then the computations
for each suspected station. If there is no error in
recorded data or computations, then each suspected
angle must be remeasured until the station containing
the error is found.

Isolation of Multiple Errors

Multiple errors are errors in azimuth and distance or
more than one error in either azimuth or distance.
When multiple errors in a traverse indications are the
same as for an azimuth error. It is possible that using
the procedure for azimuth error determination definite
suspect stations will be located but an analysis will not
reveal the error. The entire traverse should be
performed again to locate the errors that were made.

 Isolation of Elevation Errors

Vertical angle errors cause elevation errors. When a
traverse does not meet allowable elevation error
specifications, the suspect station can usually be
isolated by comparing computed elevations and map
spot elevations. At some point in the comparison, the
elevation difference between computed and map spot
elevations will change indicating a vertical angle error
at the prior station. Check the recorded data and the
computations at that station to locate the error. If the
error cannot be located in the recorded data or the
computations, return to the field and remeasure. 


